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SYNOPSIS 
 
 
 
WHAT 
THE BOOK  
OFFERS    
 
 
POSSIBLE SKILLS 
EMPHASIS  
              

 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCING  
THE BOOK 
 

This story based on the author’s life is about her child’s upbeat perspective 
on having a disabled mother.  It tells how the mother uses an apron to carry 
items while her hands are occupied with her crutches. 
  
■  Realistic, contemporary fiction in first person singular and present tense 
■  Natural language and dialogue with varied sentence structures and lengths 
■  Underlying concept / theme — acceptance of those with disabilities, and 
     acknowledgement that they can lead happy and productive lives 
■  Nonfiction note about the person on whom the story is based  
          
■  Commas in a series 
■  Use of plural endings –s and –es  
■  Using syllabication to problem solve    
■  Dialogue 
■  Model for writing in varying sentence lengths 
■  Inference based on pictures 
■  Using story to change attitude about the capabilities of those with 
disabilities        
■  Opportunities to make “text-to-self” connections by comparing and 
contrasting with own experience 
 
Discuss the cover of the book with students. 
What is an apron?  Does your mom have an apron? Why does she wear it? 
Let’s look at the mom in the illustration.  What do you notice about her? 
Why do you think she wears an apron?  Why do you think that? 
What types of things do you notice in her pockets? Does that change what 
you’re thinking? 
Are you wondering anything? Do you have any questions now? 
 
Students look at the title page: Does anything on this page change any of the 
predictions we made from the cover? 
Read pages 2 to 6 in your head. Were any of our questions answered? 
What do you notice about the mom’s leg?  Do you think this means that her  
leg is going to get better and she won’t need crutches anymore, or not?  
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My Mom’s Apron (continued) 

  
FOCUS OF 
INSTRUCTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOLLOWING THE 
READING 

 
Now why do you think she wears an apron? 
Is it something she wears because she likes it or because she needs it? 
What types of things do you think she carries in her apron? 
Why would she need all those things with her? 
 
Now let’s read page 8 to see if the book supports what we’re thinking. 
What kinds of things did she carry in her apron? 
Why do you think she carries so many things with her? 
How does that help her? 
 
Do you think the little girl is glad that her mom is able to carry so many  
of the things that she might want?   
Can you do that?  Would you like to be able to? 
 
Do you think the girl in the story would like to be able to carry so much with her? 
What could she do to be able to do that? 
Let’s read to the end to see if what we’re predicting is what happens. 
What did we find out? 
 
What types of things does the mom do with her daughter? 
Are these the kind of things you do with your mom or dad? 
 
Are the things that this little girl and her mom do really all that different 
from what you do with your mother or father? 
 
ORAL DISCUSSION 
■  Read the Author Note and discuss the fact that this story is based on an  
    actual person.   
    Why do you think the author wrote this story? 
    Do you think you now better understand people who have a disability?   
    Do you feel sorry for the mom?  Do you think she wants you to?  
    Does that change what you’re thinking about why the author wrote the story?      
■  This type of story is called realistic fiction, which is a story that could really  
     happen  just as it is told.   
■  Students compare their relationships with their moms / dads to the 
     relationship of the girl in the book with her mom, noticing how their  
     relationship may be different, and how much of it is the same. 
■  Read Dad Still Smiles from the Books for Young Learners collection and   
     compare / contrast its characters, parental relationships, and overall theme 
     with My Mom’s Apron. 
 
WRITING POSSIBILITIES 
■  Students list other ways the young girl in the story could help her mother.  
■  Students may write about ways they can help a parent, neighbor, or relative, 
    though not necessarily a disabled one. 
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My Mom’s Apron  (continued) 

 

Additional Comprehension Prompts 

For Oral or Written Use Before, During, and After Reading 

FINISH THIS 

THOUGHT 

An apron is helpful because it . . . 

I think crutches are . . . because they . . . 

USE YOUR 

MEMORY 

How many characters are in this story? Name them. Who is 

Zelly? 

Where does this book take place? Check to see if you are right. 

Why does the girl’s Mom wear an apron?  

WHAT’S YOUR 

OPINION? 

Do you think the apron is a good thing for the Mom in this 

story to wear? Why or why not? 

If you had to use crutches and you needed an apron, what 

would you put in the pockets? Why? 

BE CREATIVE Draw a big apron and a little apron like you see on page 12. 

Now decorate the front of Mom’s apron and then decorate the 

front of the girl’s apron. How will they be different? Will there 

be any words on the aprons? Can you make them look colorful 

and special? How? 

VOCABULARY 

AGENT 

Word Hunt! 

Start on page 2. Hunt for every word on that page that has 

TWO syllables (parts). You can check to see if you are right by 

tapping your hand on your desk as you say the word. Two taps 

= Two syllables. 

For example: apron  

Make a list of all the two syllable words in this book. How 

many did you find altogether? 

 

Book Note by Lisa Gonzales 

Additional Comprehension Prompts by Dr. Connie Hebert 
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